### FICTION

- BAILEY, PAUL – *The Prince’s Boy*
- BALDWIN, JAMES – *Another Country; Giovanni’s Room*
- BELLETIN, MARIO – *Beauty Salon*
- BRAM, CHRISTOPHER – *Almost History, Father of Frankenstein, Gossip, Exiles in America*
- BRITE, POPPY Z. – *Second Line: Two Short Novels of Love and Cooking in New Orleans*
- BRONSKI, MICHAEL, ED. – *Pulp Friction: Uncovering the Golden Age of Gay Male Pulps*
- BURROUGHS, WILLIAM S. – *Naked Lunch*
- CAPOTE, TRUMAN – *Answered Prayers; Other Voices*
- CARDOMONE, TOM – *Pumpkin Teeth*
- CLAY, STANLEY B. – *In Search of Pretty Young Black Men*
- CUNNINGHAM, MICHAEL – *By Nightfall; Flesh and Blood; A Home at the End of the World; The Hours*
- DAWSON, JILL – *The Great Lover*
- FILES, GEMMA – *A Book of Tongues (Hexslinger Series)*
- FORD, MICHAEL THOMAS – *What We Remember; The Road Home*
- FORSTER, E.M. – *Maurice*
- FRANK, JUDITH – *All I Love and Know*
- GADOL, PETER – *Silver Lake*
- GARCIA, TRISTAN – *Hate: A Romance*
- GENET, JEAN – *Our Lady of the Flowers*
- GIDE, ANDRÉ – *The Immoralist*
- GINSBERG, ALLEN – *Howl*
- GLASS, JULIA – *Three Junes*
- GOOCH, BRAD – *The Golden Age of Promiscuity*
- HARRIS, E. LYNN – *Any Way the Wind Blows; Basketball Jones; Invisible Life; Just as I Am*
- HARRIS, GREGORY – *Colin Pendragon Mystery Series*
- HOLLERAN, ANDREW – *The Beauty of Men; Dancer from the Dance; The Line of Beauty*
- HOUCK, LEE – *Yield: A Novel*
- KLUKER, STEVE – *Changing Pitches*
- LEAVITT, DAVID – *Arkansas: Three Novellas; Family Dancing: Stories; While England Sleeps*
- MAGRUDER, JAMES – *Let Me See It*
- MANN, THOMAS – *Death in Venice*
- MANRIQUE, JAIME – *Twilight at the Equator*
- MAUPIN, ARMISTEAD – *Maybe the Moon; The Night Listener; Significant Others; Sure of You; Tales of the City (Series)*
- M’CAULEY, JAMES – *Insignificant Others*
- MENDICINO, TOM – *Probation*
- MERLIS, MARK – *American Studies; An Arrow’s Flight*
- MILLER, MADELINE – *The Song of Achilles*
● PECK, DALE – MARTIN AND JOHN
● PINCKNEY, DARRYL - BLACK DEUTSCHLAND
● PROULX, ANNIE – BROKEBACK MOUNTAIN
● RACHY, JOHN – CITY OF NIGHT
● RENAULT, MARY – THE CHARIOTEER; THE PERSIAN BOY
● ROUND, JEFFREY - PUMPKIN EATER: A DAN SHARP MYSTERY
● ROY - DON'T LET HIM KNOW
● SCHULMAN, SARAH - THE COSMOPOLITANS
● RUSSELL, PAUL ELLIOTT – THE UNREAL LIFE OF SERGEY NABOKOV: A NOVEL
● SELVADURAI, SHYAM – FUNNY BOY: A NOVEL
● SHERMAN, SCOTT – KEVIN CONNOR MYSTERY SERIES
● SHORT STORIES – QUEER FEAR: A STORM MOON PRESS ANTHOLOGY
● SIMS, RUTH – COUNTERPOINT: DYLAN'S STORY
● SMITH, KYLE THOMAS – 85A
● SPANBAUER, TOM – IN THE CITY OF THE SHY HUNTERS
● SURI, MANIL – CITY OF DEVI
● TOWNSEND, JOHNNY – MORMON UNDERWEAR
● VIDAL, GORE – THE CITY AND THE PILLAR
● WARREN, MIKE – SIR, YES SIR
● WARREN, PATRICIA NELL – THE FRONT RUNNER

NONFICTION

● ALDRICH, ROBERT, ED. – GAY LIFE AND CULTURE: A WORLD HISTORY
● ALEXANDER, JEB – JEB AND DASH: A DIARY OF GAY LIFE, 1918-1945
● ALSENAS, LINAS - GAY AMERICA: STRUGGLE FOR EQUALITY
● ANDRIOTE, JOHN-MANUEL – VICTORY DEFERRED: HOW AIDS CHANGED GAY LIFE IN AMERICA
● BARRETT, JON – HERO OF FLIGHT 93: MARK BINGHAM
● BEACHY, ROBERT – GAY BERLIN: A
● BEAN, BILLY – GOING THE OTHER WAY: LESSONS FROM A LIFE LIVED IN AND OUT OF MAJOR-LEAGUE BASEBALL
● BOWERS, SCOTTY – FULL SERVICE: MY ADVENTURES IN HOLLYWOOD AND THE SECRET SEX LIVES OF THE STARS
● BRAM, CHRISTOPHER – MAPPING THE TERRITORY: SELECTED NONFICTION; EMINENT OUTLAWS: THE GAY WRITERS WHO CHANGED AMERICA
● BURROUGHGS, AUGUSTEN – RUNNING WITH SCISSORS: A MEMOIR
● CHAUNCEY, GEORGE – GAY NEW YORK: GENDER, URBAN CULTURE, AND THE MAKINGS OF THE GAY MALE WORLD, 1890-1940
● COHEN, ANDY – MOST TALKATIVE: STORIES FROM THE FRONT LINES OF POP CULTURE
● CRISP, QUENTIN – THE NAKED CIVIL SERVANT; HOW TO BECOME A VIRGIN
● D’EMILIO, JOHN – LOST PROPHET: THE LIFE AND TIMES OF BAYARD RUSTIN
● DOONAN, SIMON – GAY MEN DON’T GET FAT
● FORD, MICHAEL THOMAS – ULTIMATE GAY SEX
● FRANK, BARNEY - FRANK: A LIFE IN POLITICS FROM THE GREAT SOCIETY TO SAME-SEX MARRIAGE
● GEFTER, PHILIP – WAGSTAFF: BEFORE AND AFTER MAPPLETHORPE: A BIOGRAPHY
● HALPERIN, DAVID M. – HOW TO BE GAY
● HARRIS, E. LYNN - WHAT BECOMES OF THE BROKENHEARTED

CONTINUED
● HODGMAN, GEORGE - BETTYVILLE
● HUEGEL, KELLY - GLBTQ: THE SURVIVAL GUIDE FOR GAY, LESBIAN, BISEXUAL, TRANSGENDER, AND QUESTIONING TEENS
● INDIANA, GARY - I CAN GIVE YOU ANYTHING BUT LOVE
● ISHERWOOD, CHRISTOPHER – THE ANIMALS: LOVE LETTERS BETWEEN CHRISTOPHER ISHERWOOD AND DON BACHARDY
● JACKSON-PARIS, BOB AND ROD – STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART: A LOVE STORY
● KAMENY, FRANK – GAY IS GOOD: THE LIFE AND LETTERS OF GAY RIGHTS PIONEER FRANKLIN KAMENY
● KANYON, CHRIS – WRESTLING REALITY: THE LIFE AND MIND OF CHRIS KANYON, WRESTLING’S GAY SUPERSTAR
● LAURENTS, ARTHUR – ORIGINAL STORY BY: A MEMOIR OF BROADWAY AND HOLLYWOOD
● LELEUX, ROBERT – THE MEMOIRS OF A BEAUTIFUL BOY
● LEVITHAN, DAVID - THE FULL SPECTRUM: A NEW GENERATION OF WRITING ABOUT GAY, LESBIAN, BISEXUAL, TRANSGENDER, QUESTIONING, AND OTHER IDENTITIES
● LOUGANIS, GREG – BREAKING THE SURFACE
● LOWREY, SASSAFRAS - KICKED OUT
● LORD, JAMES - MY QUEER WAR
● MANRIQUE, JAIME - MY NIGHT WITH FEDERICO GARCÍA LORCA = MI NOCHE CON FEDERICO GARCÍA LORCA
● MCCUNE, JEFFREY Q. – SEXUAL DISCRETION: BLACK MASCULINITY AND THE POLITICS OF PASSING
● MCKENNA, NEIL – THE SECRET LIFE OF OSCAR WILDE
● MILLER, MERLE – ON BEING DIFFERENT: WHAT IT MEANS TO BE A HOMOSEXUAL
● PARIS, BOB – GORILLA SUIT: MY ADVENTURES IN BODYBUILDING
● PETTIWAY, LEON E. - HONEY, HONEY, MISS THANG: BEING BLACK, GAY, AND ON THE STREETS
● PITTS, DAVID – JACK & LEM: JOHN F. KENNEDY AND LEM BILLINGS: THE UNTOLD STORY OF AN EXTRAORDINARY FRIENDSHIP
● ROGERS, ROBBIE – COMING OUT TO PLAY
● SAVAGE, DAN AND MILLER, TERRY - IT GETS BETTER: COMING OUT, OVERCOMING BULLYING, AND CREATING A LIFE WORTH LIVING
● SEEL, PIERRE – I, PIERRE SEEL, DEPORTED HOMOSEXUAL: A MEMOIR OF NAZI TERROR
● SHILTS, RANDY – THE MAYOR OF CASTRO STREET: THE LIFE AND TIMES OF HARVEY MILK
● SMITH, PATTI – JUST KIDS
● SOARES, ANDRÉ – BEYOND PARADISE: THE LIFE OF RAMÓN NOVARRO
● TOBIAS, ANDREW P. – THE BEST LITTLE BOY IN THE WORLD GROWS UP
● TRIPP, C.A. - THE INTIMATE WORLD OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN
● TUAOLO, ESERA – ALONE IN THE TRENCHES: MY LIFE AS A GAY MAN IN THE NFL
● WADDELL, TOM – GAY OLYMPIAN: THE LIFE AND DEATH OF DR. TOM WADDELL
● WIRTH, THOMAS H. (Ed.) - GAY REBEL OF THE HARLEM RENAISSANCE: SELECTIONS FROM THE WORK OF RICHARD BRUCE NUGENT
● WOOG, DAN – JOCKS: TRUE STORIES OF AMERICA’S GAY MALE ATHLETES
● WRIGHT, KAI – DRIFTING TOWARD LOVE: BLACK, BROWN, GAY, AND COMING OF AGE ON THE STREETS OF NEW YORK

GO TO WWW.DCLIBRARY.ORG FOR MORE MATERIALS, INFORMATION, AND TO PLACE REQUESTS